


AID AND COMFORT TO THE ENEMY

Association at its 2013 national convention; and privately 
attempted to convince the Veterans of Foreign Wars to similarly 
prohibit a Liberty booth at its national convention. (The VFW 
rejected Legion advice and has again invited the Liberty crew to 
have a booth at the upcoming national convention in St. Louis.)

   These actions have largely taken place behind closed doors, 
since there is considerable evidence that Legion members in 
general are supportive of Liberty survivors and their families – 
when they learn about them.

   The animosity by Legion honchos toward Liberty veterans most 
likely has very little to do with the men who served on the USS 
Liberty, a typically diverse assortment of Americans from all over 
the United States.

   The problem is that the foreign country that attacked them, 
killing 34 of their shipmates and injuring 174, was Israel. And 
while many people believe that the U.S. is the most powerful 
nation in the world today, this perception is not entirely accurate. 
Israel, through its pervasively embedded and extremely well 
financed lobby, is sometimes more powerful.

The Attack on the USS Liberty

et’s look at what happened to the USS Liberty.[1]

   In 1967 the Liberty, an electronics surveillance craft whose total 
armaments consisted of two pairs of 50 caliber machine guns for 
use in repelling boarders, was cruising in international waters in 
the eastern Mediterranean. On June 8th, after earlier aerial 
surveillance, Israeli air and sea forces suddenly attacked it.

   Sortie after sortie of Israeli fighters and, eventually, torpedo 
boats pounded the largely defenseless ship with shells, rockets, 
napalm, and torpedoes.
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   Israeli forces machine-gunned stretcher-bearers, shot up life 
rafts, and killed seamen like one 20-year-old from Missouri who 
had played American Legion baseball.[2] Survivors describe the 
decks covered with body parts and running with blood.[i] The 

   During the attack, U.S. aircraft carriers launched rescue flights 
that were then recalled. The Sixth Fleet carrier division com-

-
dent Lyndon Johnson had ordered him to recall the aircraft 
because Johnson didn’t want our ally to be “embarrassed,” and the 
crew remained undefended.[3]

save as many lives as possible.

   The tales of terror, fear and heroism are gripping. A doctor oper-
ated on fallen sailors despite his own extensive wounds, including 
a gunshot wound, broken kneecap, and 11 pieces of shrapnel in 
his abdomen, which he held together with a life jacket. The ship’s 
captain stayed at his battle station, exposed to fire, and remained 
in command for 19 hours straight, despite great pain and weak-
ness from loss of blood. A 22-year-old sailor from Indiana was cut 

crewmembers who received medals posthumously. [4]

   Liberty crewmembers have a superlative record of service to 
their country. Among the awards won by the officers and crew of 
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there were too few witnesses left alive to provide the necessary 
substantiation.[6]

   One would think that all Americans should know of the Liberty 
-

raphers would have depicted The Liberty Story in wide screen and 
living color; that Liberty survivors’ solemn annual day of remem-
brance for their fallen shipmates would be broadcast by Fox 
News; and that the American Legion would be steadfast in honor-
ing Liberty’s heroic crew.

   None of this has taken place.

   Israel claimed that the attack was a “mistake,” and its partisans 
went to work immediately to cover it up. Within a day of the 
attack, Senator Jacob Javits and a few others claimed on the 

ordered not to speak about it to anyone, from the press to family 
members to one another.

   The Navy was given one week to look into crew behavior, rather 
than the six-month investigation that would normally be accorded 
an investigation of an attack on a Navy ship not engaged in hostil-
ities.

focused on crew response, yet inexplicably declared the attack a 
case of “mistaken identity” without citing any evidence to that 

the Navy to include that conclusion, even though it had not been 
tasked with investigating the reason for Israel’s attack.

   The press, with a few exceptions,[7] has largely ignored the 
attack on the Liberty, or portrayed it inaccurately.[8] Three major 
documentaries have been produced, but only one has been shown 

THE ATTACK ON THE USS LIBERTY

2003, pages 14-15.
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tol-claim-of-13-investigations-intro-israels-attack-on-uss-liberty-a-travesty.htm
l

[69] While anyone should be forgiven for typos, it is perhaps revealing that 

both versions of his book. This suggests that the Naval Institute did not 
fact-check the book before publishing it.
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American Legion Actions on the USS Liberty

he American Legion was the first organization to support 
Liberty survivors and call for an official investigation of the 

-
ty pressure that caused Legion management to back off, and today 
the American Legion does not have a single live resolution 
regarding the USS Liberty – this despite the fact that three resolu-
tions on the Liberty have been passed by the general membership, 
and that many American Legion posts around the country have 
attempted to introduce others. In recent years, none of these has 
been allowed to make it to the convention floor.
 
   The Legion’s stance is in stark contrast to that of other veterans’ 
organizations. The Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW), Disabled 

-
ans’ groups have placed wreaths on the Liberty graves at Arling-

absent.[10] The VFW has at least seven resolutions on its books 
calling for an investigation of the attack, the most recent passed 
in July 2013.[11] The Legion has none.

   In addition, a multitude of high U.S. military, diplomatic, and 
intelligence officials through the years have spoken in favor of 
the Liberty crew (see below).

1967

   Immediately following the attack, the American Legion mem-
bership passed a strong resolution on the incident. American 

Dakota, encouraged him to write a resolution. [12]

T
Alison Weir
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authorized and I think it is unlikely that the full truth will ever come out...” p. 
447.

and egregious errors.”

and offered a radically different silhouette. To claim that the Liberty closely 

The report also specifically notes, “When NSA’s deputy director read the 

personal feelings on the subject by calling it ‘a nice whitewash.’”

This book reveals that Israel’s official preliminary investigation into the attack, 
“The Yerushalmi report,” was suppressed and reports that those who tried to 
obtain it were sometimes told that the release would “embarrass an ally.”

U.S. Department of State, which examined the Israeli report that concluded 
that Israel’s attack was “accidental.” Salans’ report found that virtually every 
major Israeli point was contradicted by U.S. information.

Israeli attack on the Liberty was intentional and premeditated.” It further says, 
“The decision to attack the Liberty was a conscious one, taken by Israeli 
leadership in the command center,” and provides considerable information for 
this conclusion.

Travesty,”
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   This 1967 resolution condemned Israeli actions, which it called 
an “apparently deliberate attack.”[13] The resolution called on the 
U.S. government to “conduct a complete and thorough investiga-
tion of this incident” and to demand full payment from the Israeli 
government for compensation to the families, crew, and to the 
United States for the damage to the ship.[14]

   After the resolution was passed, there were complaints from the 
Jewish War Veterans of America and some Jewish members of the 
American Legion, and the resolution was allowed to die without 
action.[15] The American Legion member who proposed the reso-
lution stated later that the lack of follow through was due to pres-
sure by pro-Israel organizations.[16]

   For many years, Israel refused to compensate the United States 
for the ship it had destroyed, and the U.S. government failed to 
push the issue. Finally, twelve years later, a Senator announced 
that he intended to hold hearings on the matter. Israel quickly 
negotiated a settlement: Israel would pay $6 million for the ship; 
in exchange the U.S. dropped claims to $10 million worth of 
interest.[17] The ship was valued at $40 million.

1984

   In 1984 the American Legion Magazine commissioned an article 
on the Liberty, but then killed the article.

   The article was by James Ennes, a Naval officer seriously 
wounded on the Liberty who had in 1979 written the first book to 
give details of the attack. The book, Assault on the Liberty, was 
widely praised. The Naval Institute named it among its Notable 
Naval Books, and a Washington Post reviewer said it “should be 
required reading for all government employees.”

   When Ennes submitted his article to the Legion magazine,

AMERICAN LEGION ACTIONS ON THE USS LIBERTY

http://www.wrmea.org/wrmea-archives/252-washington-report-ar-
chives-2000-2005/july-august-2003/4676-navy-captain-other-officials-call-for-
investigation-of-israels-attack-on-uss-liberty.html

“Israel Attack On USS Liberty 'No Accident' Says Helms,” By Bryant Jordan, 
Staff Writer, Marine Corps Times, Navy Times, 7-7-2

[59] p. 149.

[60] “Why You Shouldn't Pay Attention to the Claims that Israel Attacked the 
USS Liberty,” A Jay Cristol, History News Network.

http://hnn.us/article/39936

[61] Instead, he mentions only one small part of what Boston said, and then 
goes on to describe a strategy that lawyers use to discredit statements that hurt 
their case.

[62] Declaration of Ward Boston, Jr., Captain, JAGC, USN (Ret.)

http://www.ifamericansknew.org/download/BostonDeclaration.pdf

[63] “Navy Captain, Other Officials Call for Investigation of Israel's Attack on 
USS Liberty,” By Delinda C. Hanley, Washington Report on Middle East 
Affairs, July/August 2003, pages 42, 53

http://www.wrmea.org/wrmea-archives/252-washington-report-ar-
chives-2000-2005/july-august-2003/4676-navy-captain-other-officials-call-for-
investigation-of-israels-attack-on-uss-liberty.html

[64] http://gtr5.com/faq-1.htm

[65] March, 16, 2005 response to Congressman Rob Simmons on official 
Department of the Navy letterhead by Jane G. Dalton, Captain, JAGC, U.S. 
Navy. Dalton was the Navy’s Assistant Judge Advocate General for Civil Law 
and managed a 75-person legal team that advised the Secretary of the Navy and 
the Chief of Naval Operations. http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&es-
rc=s&source=web&c-
d=4&ved=0CDkQFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cap-press.com%2Fpdf%2
F1550.pdf&ei=Go-FUsCoLOHWiwLm-YCgBA&usg=AFQjCNExjq6R5mFPns
AJZBKYUAo4QxlLsw&bvm=bv.56643336,d.cGE&cad=rja

[66] For example, one of the alleged ten investigations was a report by a single 
individual, Clark Clifford, done without any staff and without a firm conclu-
sion as to the cause of the attack. Cristol claims that Clifford later told him that 
the attack was “a mistake,” and then includes a partial quote from Clifford’s 
memoir that appears to substantiate this statement: “[T]here was no evidence 
that the highest levels of the Israeli government... were aware of Liberty’s true 
identity...”
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-
getic letter from the editors, who said the editorial board had 
decided that his article was “too controversial.”[18]

Legion “no longer had a position on the subject.” [19]
  

were “overwhelmed with mail” that supported the article and the 
Liberty crew. [20])

-

-
-

tee’s spring meeting. The general membership does not seem to 
have been consulted on this decision. Most American Legion 
members who voted in favor of a resolution on the USS Liberty 
probably have no idea this occurred.

1986

   In 1986, Liberty survivors pushed for resolutions calling for an 
investigation into the attack, which were passed at three local 
American Legion posts. Legion officials at the state level, howev-
er, rejected them, saying that “the national leadership of the 
Legion was opposed to resolutions on the subject.”

   The survivors managed to bypass the state leaderships and took 

Alison Weir
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however, Legion management used what the crew describe as 
“complicated maneuvers” to scuttle the resolutions. Some of this, 
according to crewmembers, involved changing the usual rules of 
the convention.[22]

postage stamp was allowed to be passed by the membership and 
was sent to Washington. [23] This was the second attempt at such 

War II, had introduced legislation to issue a postage stamp “in 
honor of the brave men who served on the U.S.S. Liberty and 

   In both cases the efforts went nowhere. There is no indication 
that Legion management ever followed through on the attempt to 

two years later.

1994

   In 1994 American Legion members managed to get a resolution 
on the Liberty passed, perhaps, again, because this time the reso-
lution left out all calls for an investigation. The resolution 
“urge[d] the United States to formally and publicly recognize by 
time-honored tradition with customary style, honor, ceremony 
and publicity, the heroic actions of the officers and crew of the 
U.S.S. Liberty, her 34 killed in action, her 171 wounded and her 

   The American Legion leadership decided to categorize this reso-
lution as “legislative”, which meant that it would apply only to 

-
tive intent” must be re-submitted every two years. [26]

AMERICAN LEGION ACTIONS ON THE USS LIBERTY

ing crimes, obtaining search warrants, bringing about indictments in federal 
court, etc. (pp 110, 455-456) While Allen’s book is unfortunately marred by 
lack of editing and typos, it contains a useful forensic investigation of the 
attack, provides significant information on NSA actions, and demonstrates 

his claims.

[54] Some articles have also taken an anti-Liberty stand, including pieces by 
Steven Aftergood in Secrecy News and by Israeli Ambassador (and former 

see

his prominent position as an author and governmental official, whether he 
received outside funding for his project, and the names of those who assisted 

It appears from census records that his great grandfather was among the first 

a Jewish state on land that that at that time was approximately 80 percent 

involving extremely large sums of money. According to mainstream news 

bankruptcy trustee was found to have been involved in a decade-long shell 

to Freeman was mentioned in several articles about the scandal. The articles 

“ an unimaginable, terrible tragedy.” An article pointed out, however, that 
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1998

-
tucky, Montana, Texas, and, possibly, Alaska) introduced resolu-
tions at the national convention calling for an investigation into 

-

2002

resolution calling for an investigation of the attack to a foreign 
relations subcommittee at the national convention. This was the 
first step towards procuring an American Legion resolution.[28]

   I was present at this convention and witnessed most of what 
-

tine in fall 2000, a topic I had never previously studied. I was 
astonished at much of what I discovered, including the Israeli 
attack on the Liberty, which I had never heard about despite grow-
ing up in a military family.

   When I heard that a resolution was going to be introduced at the 
national convention, I went with the delegation to observe what 
happened.

-
tee, every American Legion delegate who addressed it spoke in 
favor of it. Delegate after delegate from diverse parts of

Alison Weir

-
-

at the time believed Israeli forces had confused the Liberty for a 37-year-old 

mistaken identity. I don’t buy it. I never did. Nobody that I knew ever did 
either.” – James Scott, Attack on the Liberty, p. 233. Scott’s excellent book, 
published in 2009 by Simon and Schuster, contains significant information not 

-

-
rael-public-affairs-committee.aspxv

-

[50] See a partial list of the Israel lobby (with a combined annual budget 
-

Allen, who is a retired police investigative captain, deconstructs some of 

of the Liberty crew,” the reality is that such information is often “given a 
presumptive credence and probative value” and is regularly used in investigat-
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America supported the resolution, and it was passed without 
objection.

this level, they explained, it is virtually assured of adoption. Typi-
cally, the resolution is then rubber-stamped by the next commit-
tee, and passed along to the general membership, which then 
normally passes all such committee-recommended resolutions by 
one simple voice vote.

 This resolution, however, was to be different.

-

resolution since the Legion already had passed resolutions on the 
Liberty. The staff and chair neglected to state that not a single 
resolution on the USS Liberty was live, and that therefore it was 
both necessary and appropriate to pass this one.

   This communication succeeded in killing the resolution. The 
main staff member for this committee had served in Israel; it is 

retired) heard about the scuttling of the resolution. Outraged, he 
-

ing that the resolution be put before the general membership.

   Admiral Moorer was chairman of an association of admirals and 
generals who want the US government to conduct a hearing on the 

of Staff -- the highest ranking military officer in the U.S. military 
-- and a retired 4-star admiral who was once in

AMERICAN LEGION ACTIONS ON THE USS LIBERTY

-

There is an urban myth that American League commanders are uncompensated; 

-

conducted with Onderdonk in which he asked Onderdonk about his comment to 
Arens.

Jordan writes, “Onderdonk acknowledged he told Arens the ship should not 

close to shore because he had seen photos taken from where the ship was and 
you could see land.”

location in international waters has never been in dispute. The other is that 
what he saw in the photos proves nothing, that I could see Morocco from 

and managed a 75-person legal team that advised the Secretary of the Navy and 
-

-

[43] The attorney, Merlin Staring, eventually became a rear admiral in charge 
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aviator and World War II hero; the Navy’s Tomcat fighter jet was 
named after him.

   Moorer had long been outraged at the cover-up on the Liberty 
attack. In a 1997 memo, he called it a “wanton, sneak attack,” 

they could kill as many Americans as they did in confidence that 

Many of the crewmembers, Moorer wrote, were from “small 

grew up, and they represent the basic core of America....” [30]

   A woman named Josie Toth Linen, whose brother was killed on 
the Liberty, took copies of Admiral Moorer’s letter to the Ameri-
can Legion convention the following day and began handing them 
out to American Legion members. Within minutes Legion man-
agement ejected her from the convention.

   Josie’s brother, Stephen Toth, had posthumously received a 
Silver Star, the third highest medal awarded by the US Navy, for 
“conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action” aboard the 
Liberty.[31] The citation stated, “Lieutenant Toth's aggressive-
ness, composure under fire, and inspiring leadership were in 
keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Naval 
Service.”

a heart attack a year and a half after his son was killed. Family 
members felt the anguish at his son’s death contributed to his 
heart attack, along with distress at the government’s cover-up of 
the attack and its recall of rescue flights that might have saved his 
son’s life.[32]

Alison Weir

The Liberty Veterans Association deserves the encouragement of everyone who 
wants the facts of the Liberty incident revealed and proper homage paid to the 
men who lost their lives, to their families, and to the survivors. I have attended 
many of their reunions and am always impressed with the cohesion of the 
Liberty family. They arrive in town with their whole entourage - grandmas, 
grandpas, grandchildren. They promote the memory of the boys who were 
killed and I respect them for that. They are mostly from small country towns, 

basic core of America that has enabled us to be a superpower for so long. These 
are the kind of people who will make certain that our liberty and freedom 
survive if fighting is what it takes.

- The Link, Vol.30, Issue 3, July-August, 1997, published

-

-

[32] Witnesses report that Lyndon Johnson personally ordered rescue flights be 
recalled, saying that he didn’t want “our ally to be embarrassed.” Johnson later 

evidence indicated that it had been intentional. An excellent article about 
Johnson during this time and his close relationships with pro-Israel advisors 

June 1993, 20.

-

t-policymakers.html .

[33] Feeling that Legion members had the right to know of Admiral Moorer’s 
letter, I assisted Josie in handing it out. The Legion’s security official also 
tried, and failed, to have me arrested for an activity that was both highly legal 
and that was in accord with the Legion’s official mandate of helping U.S. 
veterans. Legion members, with only one exception, took the letter without 
objection. Some thanked me for distributing it.

-
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Apparently none of this mattered to American Legion honchos.

   After being ejected from the convention, Josie started to hand 
out copies of Admiral Moorer’s letter on the sidewalk outside the 

take her away.

Josie was breaking no laws. After a friendly exchange with Josie, 
the police officers departed.[33]

   The Legion, however, continued to bar Josie from the conven-
tion, even though she was a member of the American Legion Aux-
iliary and had paid the hefty convention registration fee. All for 
the “crime” of handing out a letter from a World War II hero on 
behalf of her brother, who had been killed while serving his coun-
try, and for trying to help American veterans, the very purpose of 
the Legion itself.

retired insurance adjustor (his military service consisted of five 

Moorer’s letter. [35]

2012

   In 2012, the American Legion Michigan department passed a 
Liberty resolution and submitted it to the national convention. 
The Michigan delegate to the convention, Ted Arens, says that 

him, “Your resolution is going nowhere.” Onderdonk, according 
to Arens, called the Liberty survivors “anti-Semites.”[36]

been there, it was a spy ship.”[37]

AMERICAN LEGION ACTIONS ON THE USS LIBERTY

few on deck that had escaped damage.

As we know now, if the rescue aircraft from U.S. carriers had not been 
recalled, they would have arrived at the Liberty before the torpedo attack, 
reducing the death toll by 25. The torpedo boat commanders could not be 
certain that Sixth Fleet aircraft were not on the way and this might have led to 
their breaking off the attack after 40 minutes rather than remaining to send the 
Liberty and its crew of 294 to the bottom.

Liberty affair. This is unprecedented and a national disgrace.

In the Liberty case, fighters were put in the air - not once, but twice.

They were ordered to stand down by Secretary of Defense McNamara and 

The captain and crew of the Liberty, rather than being widely acclaimed as the 
heroes they most certainly are, have been silenced, ignored, honored belatedly 
and away from the cameras, and denied a history that accurately reflects their 
ordeal.

I was appalled that six of the dead from the Liberty lay under a tombstone at 
-

on the grounds that he had not been killed in battle. I intervened and was able 
to reverse the apparent idea that dying in a cowardly, one-sided attack by a 
supposed ally is somehow not the same as being killed by an avowed enemy.

in the first air attack, lying on the deck and losing blood, he refused any 

continued to direct the ship's defense, the control of flooding and fire, and by 

ship's navigation to a rendezvous with a U.S. destroyer and final arrival in 
Malta.

to the obscurity of the Washington Navy Yard and the medal was presented by 

concerned about the reaction of the Israeli lobby.

Alison Weir
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   Onderdonk’s claim that an American ship is not allowed in inter-
national waters is an extremely surprising statement, particularly 
from an official of a self-proclaimed patriotic American organiza-
tion. Onderdonk’s view repeats a talking point promoted by Israel 
that has been rejected by all segments of the U.S. government, 
including the U.S. Navy.

-
ry’s statement, “USS Liberty wrote another chapter in the great 

Officer to the most junior seaman, deserve the highest accolades 
and acknowledgment it is possible to bestow for their valor and 

   Arens was not allowed to speak at the committee meeting, and 
the resolution was never placed before the convention.

   The same day, Legion staff turned away two Liberty survivors 
who had traveled to the convention to staff a booth for the Liberty 
Veterans Association (LVA). The staff declared that the LVA was 
not on the list of registered booths.

registering vendors said she would check.

   Oliphant, a soft-spoken Minnesotan and ordained Methodist 
minister who lost most of his hearing in the attack, tells what 

Andrea Watson... arrived with three security guards.” Watson said 
they didn’t have a booth, and a security guard told them they had 
to leave immediately.

   Oliphant says he asked Watson if she had a check for a booth 
from the Liberty Veterans Association that he believed had

Alison Weir

I have never believed that the attack on the USS Liberty was a case of mistaken 

thousands of hours, searching for ships and identifying all types of ships at sea.

The Liberty was the ugliest, strangest looking ship in the U.S. Navy.

As a communications intelligence ship, it was sprouting every kind of antenna. 
It looked like a lobster with all those projections moving every which way. 
Israel knew perfectly well that the ship was American. After all, the Liberty's 
American flag and markings were in full view in perfect visibility for the 
Israeli aircraft that overflew the ship eight times over a period of nearly eight 
hours prior to the attack.

I am confident that Israel knew the Liberty could intercept radio messages 
from all parties and potential parties to the ongoing war, then in its fourth day, 

if we learned in advance of their plan, there would be a tremendous amount of 
negotiating between Tel Aviv and Washington.

And I believe Moshe Dayan concluded that he could prevent Washington from 
becoming aware of what Israel was up to by destroying the primary source of 

The result was a wanton sneak attack that left 34 American sailors dead and 
171 seriously injured. What is so chilling and cold-blooded, of course, is that 
they could kill as many Americans as they did in confidence that Washington 

Israel's intent to sink the Liberty and leave as few survivors as possible. Up to 
the point where the torpedo boats were sent in, you could speculate on that 
point.

You have to remember that the Liberty was an intelligence ship, not a fighting 
ship, and its only defensive weapons were a pair of 50-caliber machine guns 
both aft and on the forecastle. There was little the men could do to fight off the 
air assault from Israeli jets that pounded the Liberty with bombs, rockets, 
napalm and machine gun fire for 25 minutes.

With the Liberty riddled with holes, fires burning, and scores of casualties, 
three Israeli torpedo boats closed in for the kill. The second of three torpedoes 
ripped through a compartment at amidships, drowning 25 of the men in that 
section.

Then the torpedo boats closed to within 100 feet of the Liberty to continue the 
attack with cannons and machine guns, resulting in further casualties.

It is telling, with respect to whether total annihilation was the intent, that the 
Liberty crew has reported that the torpedo boats' machine guns also were 
turned on life rafts that were deployed into the Mediterranean as well as those
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even if she had the check on her desk she would send it back to 
them.[40]

2013

   In 2013 The American Legion refused to allow Liberty survivors 

officials have refused to give a reason.

   The Legion similarly refused to publish a paid advertisement 
about the USS Liberty that a Legion member tried to place in the 
2013 convention program. Again, Legion officials refuse to 
provide an explanation.

2014

   Legion officials tried to convince the VFW also to deny Liberty 
veterans a booth at their upcoming national convention.

   VFW officials investigated the Legion’s accusations against 
Liberty crewmembers, found the Legion’s claims unconvincing, 
and invited the Liberty Veterans Association to again have a booth 
at the 2014 VFW national convention.

Legion FAQ misrepresents Liberty attack

 

the pro-Israel misinformation that supposedly “10 US investiga-
tions” found that the attack was an accident.

-
ment investigation into the attack,” and noted, “That investigation 
focused primarily on U.S. military communications problems 

damage control during the aftermath of the attack.”[42]

AMERICAN LEGION ACTIONS ON THE USS LIBERTY

of the U.S.S. Liberty and its courageous crew, and to have this stamp released 
on June 8, 1987, the 20th anniversary of the attack on the ship.

-

the United States Army for three years in the Second World War during which 

-

The statistic on number of wounded has grown through the years because the 
dispersal of the crew following the attack prevented the total number from 

injured during the attack. There may be others who have not yet come forward. 

J. Allen writes that one additional injured crewmember has come forward, 
which would bring the total 175.

-

Antiwar.com.

surviving Liberty members and their families were entitled to an investiga-
tion.”

[30] Admiral Moorer had long been an outspoken critic of the cover-up on the 

Alison Weir
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“mistaken identity,” the Navy attorney tasked with reviewing it 
before its release, Merlin Staring, found that this conclusion was 
unsupported by the content of the report. Staring was one of the 

Navy, thus making him the senior legal authority in the Navy.

   When Staring indicated that the report’s statement that the 
attack was an accident was unsubstantiated, his boss removed the 
report from his review – the only time in Staring’s long career that 
a report he was given to review was taken away from him. (Inci-

   The Naval officer who had been senior legal counsel for the 
-

attack was a case of “mistaken identity” despite overwhelming 
evidence that the Israeli attack “was a deliberate effort to sink an 

[44]

Alison Weir

had destroyed (the ship was damaged so badly that it ended up being sold for 

Adlai Stevenson had announced... that he intended to hold hearings on the 

1995, p. 119.

-

was declared unsalvageable and sold for scrap a few years later.)

-

-

resolution be received and recorded, which was the action of the National 

and naval forces; and

and only the courage and resourcefulness of remaining crew members prevent-
ed further loss of life, and of the ship itself; and

country in any meaningful way; now, therefore, be it
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High Officials Say Attack Was Intentional

There is detailed evidence from Liberty crewmen and other mili-
tary and intelligence personnel that the Israeli attack was inten-
tional. Numerous extremely high US military, intelligence, and 

 

 • Louis W. Tordella, National Security Agency (NSA) 
 Deputy Director

 
 NSA Operations

 

 
 legal counsel to the Department of Defense

 

 

 

HIGH OFFICIALS SAY ATTACK WAS INTENTIONAL

highly Israel-centric manner. For more on this see the media studies and 

-

-

currently lives in Israel.)

Volume 17, Issue 2.

to 1996 and contain seven resolutions calling for an investigation. It is 
probable that there were also resolutions in the preceding 20 years, but these 
years are not yet part of the electronic archive.

280
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  Aviation Foundation

 
 Operations[46]

   

compelling evidence that Israel’s attack was a deliberate attempt 
to destroy an American ship and kill her entire crew.”

   The Moorer report went on to state, “In attacking the USS Liber-
ty, Israel committed acts of murder against U.S. servicemen and 
an act of war against the United States.”[47]

Israel Attacks Liberty Crew, Again

   Israel and its American partisans, however, have worked assidu-
ously to promote Israel’s various versions that the attack was 

book, Assault on the Liberty.

working hard behind the scenes to discredit his story.”

Alison Weir

END NOTES

[1]

of Defense, June 8, 2005”

-

[2] -

[3] 
had been chief intelligence officer on the USS Liberty. Also reported in USS 

-
drlewis.mp3

-

[7] There has been a scattering of strong journalistic reports throughout the 

-

Jordan at military publications.
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“I've never read a more graphic depiction of war at sea...an insid-
er's book by an honest participant.” 

   The Israeli Foreign Office created a four-page criticism of the 
-

million,[48] published a six-page attack based on the Israeli docu-
ment. Other pro-Israel organizations similarly circulated attacks 

-

-
utes’ and was then canceled.”
 
   Although some Israel partisans in the U.S. agree that the crew 
deserve an honest investigation of the incident, virtually all the 
institutional members of the powerful pro-Israel lobby in the

ISRAEL ATTACKS LIBERTY CREW, AGAIN

-

country early in his highly successful career, and in 2011 he 
received an award from the Jewish Institute for National Security 
Affairs (JINSA), an advocacy group that promotes “strengthening 
Israel.” [99]

   At the awards ceremony, Admiral Stavridis made a speech in 
which he gushed about “such a magical evening,” sang the praises 

-

relations between the United States and Israel. I'm fortunate to 
travel there often... I learn more about Israel with every visit...” 
[100]

   There is no indication that Admiral Stavridis has ever visited the 
Arlington ceremony for the 34 USS Liberty crewmembers that 
Israeli forces killed on June 8, 1967, or listened to the mothers, 
sisters, sons and shipmates of the victims.

Alison Weir
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create Israel , which has been called “essential in understanding today’s 



   U.S.[50] that have weighed in on the incident support Israeli 
versions over the testimony of the American crewmen and other 
American officials.

   One of the most prominent American adherents of the Israeli 

called The Liberty Incident, which was re-released in 2013 with a 
few additional chapters under the title, The Liberty Incident 

   The two editions read largely like legal briefs for Israel[51] and 
are strongly criticized by eyewitnesses and other experts on the 
attack for what they say are its omissions, misinformation and 
unsupported claims.

American Legion Officials Refuse to Answer Questions

   For this article, I phoned and emailed the American Legion 

few of these.

   The Legion Librarian assisted me in finding the wording of 

there are no live resolutions on the Liberty.

   I asked one of the American Legion’s professional staff mem-
bers about the inaccurate claims about the Liberty on the Legion 

   This correction was never implemented, however. When I 

Alison Weir

Navy’s top aviator, was another who adamantly opposed the 

mission carry the day in this instance, the Naval Institute as it has 
been known since 1873 will degenerate and eventually pass into 
history...”[96]

   In his commentary he mentioned that in the upcoming Naval 
Institute election he was voting for only one of the proposed 
board members.

   When it appeared that ninety percent of the Institute’s member-
ship opposed the change and the board was clearly losing the vote, 
the board tabled the resolution on March 17, 2011.

   Waters stepped down the next year but according to a Naval 
Institute staff member is still closely involved with the Institute. 

acting chair until the current chair took office, at which point she 
returned to her position as vice chair.

   During this period, a significant change was made in the Insti-
-

before he retired and became head of the Naval Institute, he 
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Onderdonk (the Legion official also mentioned above). Onder-
donk, the staff member told me, was now in charge of handling 

serving as a contracting officer for a few years. [52])

When I called him back to ask when I would receive this, he said, 
“You’ll get it when you get it.” (I eventually did, but it answered 

“anti-Israel” organization and hung up again.

policies that represent the highest values of our founders and our 
citizens and that work to sustain a nation of honor, decency, secu-
rity, and prosperity.”

values, protects our national interests, and contributes to a just 

political environment in America in which voters and their elected 
officials are free from the undue influence and pressure of foreign 
countries and their partisans.” [53]

AMERICAN LEGION OFFICIALS REFUSE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

‘An Independent Forum advocating the necessity of global sea 
power for national security and economic prosperity.’

   There was uproar from the membership.[92]

naval blogosphere the comments are universally against; I've yet 
to see anyone in favor. And the community is getting fired up to 

   Among the multitude who publicly opposed the board’s move 

in the magazine, they wrote that the change was being pushed 
with an “uncharacteristic lack of open debate” and said they did 
do not understand “why the membership has not been able to hear, 
debate, and decide collectively what the outcome should be for 
such a historic determination.”

   The proposed modification, they warned, had the “potential to 
change the character of the institution.” The editors were emphat-

openness, the Institute risks simply becoming an organ of whatev-
er entity, whatever program, is deemed permissible by only a few, 
whomever those may be.”

   An article in Marine Times[94] reported that critics felt that 
foisting advocacy onto the Institute “would imperil the editorial 

-

as an avenue for active-duty writers to offer criticism of official 
policy.”

Alison Weir
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-
-

American Legion’s.

Legion officials, I have found that they match those of what seems 
to be a large preponderance of Legion members. These members 
similarly want policies based on American interests and princi-
ples, rather than predicated on the desires of a foreign govern-
ment.

help as a private citizen at the Liberty Veterans booth that year 
and was duly credentialed at the convention. After I had assisted 

and a few henchmen arrived at the booth. They said that I was not 
allowed to be at the booth, despite my credentials, and told me 
that if I didn’t leave the convention immediately I would be 
arrested. I left.

   During my time at the booth, I had witnessed enormous support 
for Liberty veterans among American Legion members. Virtually 
every person who passed the booth turned out to be receptive and 
supportive. Some had known about the attack before and had been 
outraged ever since. Others had been unaware of it previously and 
were astounded at the cover-up. Many left the booth wearing USS 
Liberty buttons and promised to tell others about the incident.

   After I was forced to leave the booth, a Liberty veteran and his 
wife continued without me, handing out hundreds of brochures 

support and sympathy of Legion members from all over the U.S.

Alison Weir

   In recent years there have been a number of leadership changes 

Institute itself. These seem to have resulted in a number of contro-
versies, and some critics have suggested that new board members 
were promoting an agenda disliked by many of its members.

   There were disputes regarding the board’s attempt to modify the 
Institute’s mission statement without input from its members, 
claims by its chair (disputed by some members) of financial insta-
bility, rumors of secret plans to sell off the Naval Institute 

Institute. [86] [87]

   The vice chair and then chair during this period was Stephen M. 
Waters,[88] an investment banker who worked for many years at 
Lehman brothers, Morgan Stanley, etc. and eventually founded 
his own companies (some of which have connections to 

[90]

   The controversy over the plan to change the Institute’s 
138-year-old-mission was particularly heated. Military columnist 

crazy plan to change the longtime mission of the U.S. Naval Insti-

in -- are proposing to drop the Institute's stated mission and time-
less role as the ‘Independent forum for those who dare to read, 
think, speak, and write in order to advance the professional, liter-
ary, and scientific understanding of sea power and other issues 
critical to national defense”

   “in favor of a new statement saying that the Institute exists to be
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   In 1997 Admiral Moorer described the Liberty reunions he had 

   “They arrive in town with their whole entourage - grandmas, 
grandpas, grandchildren. They promote the memory of the boys 
who were killed and I respect them for that. They are mostly from 

I grew up, and they represent the basic core of America that has 
enabled us to be a superpower for so long. These are the kind of 
people who will make certain that our liberty and freedom survive 
if fighting is what it takes.”

   These are the families that the American Legion management 
continually opposes.

Liberty veterans, “These survivors deserve the support of the 

given their answer. Like Israel and many of its partisans, top 
Legion officials seem to feel that Israel can kill and injure Ameri-
can servicemen with impunity, insult them and their families, 

under the rug.

   I doubt most American Legion members will agree with them.

AMERICAN LEGION OFFICIALS REFUSE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

making it appear that Arab armies had attacked Israel (a fiction 
that Israel told the U.S. at the time, but now admits was false).[81]

made to dig their own graves and were then machine-gunned – 
information that also was reported by Israeli media, the New York 

attacker, over the word of the USS Liberty crew and numerous 
American military officers and officials, he consistently puts 

with a U.S. Navy statement referring to the Liberty as a “noncom-
batant,” insisting that the Liberty – whose total armament consist-
ed of two pairs of small machine guns for repelling boarders and 
whose off duty crewmembers were permitted to sunbathe openly 
on deck – was a “warship.”

Controversies at the Naval Institute

   The U.S. Naval Institute was founded in 1873 and is located on 
the grounds of the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. Despite its 
official-sounding name and Academy location, the Naval Institute 
is actually a private organization and has no official ties to the 
Academy or the U.S. Navy. It is run by a board of directors.[84]

   It’s difficult to know the course of events that caused the Insti-
tute’s reversal of its previous position on the Liberty.

   One factor may have been changes in personnel.

Alison Weir
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Sidebar 1:
QUESTIONS ABOUT CRISTOL!S LIBERTY CLAIMS

   A plethora of articles, books, and witness statements support the 
conclusion that Israel intentionally attacked the USS Liberty. 
There appears to be only one book focused on the attack that takes 

[54]

his book and suggests that those who rebut his conclusions on the 
Liberty are anti-Semitic, have hidden agendas, or are conspiracy 
theorists.[56]

version of the attack, which is at odds with that described by 
American eyewitnesses and numerous high US military, intelli-
gence, and State Department officials.

omitting eyewitness testimony, key facts, and statements from US 
government investigators contradicting his conclusion. They also 
say the book misrepresents the facts and makes unsupported 
claims. As we shall see, these accusations are valid.

Israeli view, and the reader has no way to know that he is hearing 

rearranged the data to give a false conclusion, and neglected to 
interview important eyewitnesses. [57]

Alison Weir

deliberate and well planned.”[78]

   Yet, in 2012, the Institute reversed itself, announcing plans to 

   The Institute’s current advertising campaign for the book 

officials, his alleged interviews with Liberty crewmembers 

having a few brief exchanges at the bar without identifying him-

for his first edition, Joe Lentini, has actually written an article 

wrong conclusions.” Lentini reports, on the other hand, that 

   Some of the claimed endorsements of the book are also suspect.

agree with the author's conclusion that it was an unfortunate acci-
dent.”[80]

out much information. For example, while he discusses highly 

in advance in order to take as much land as possible while
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motivated him to finally speak out in 2002 about the 

been a naval aviator in World War II and therefore had insight 

as a man of integrity.”[59]

all the evidence indicated that it had been an intentional attack, 

2013 version of the book, which claims to be “the definitive 

which he discusses his appearance on one of the panels, he does 

to be covered up, and that all the evidence had indicated that the 
Israeli attack was intentional.

Cristol’s questionable claims about Admiral Kidd

   president of 
-

-
plete letter.)

QUESTIONS ABOUT CRISTOL’S LIBERTY CLAIMS

Sidebar 2:
THE NAVAL INSTITUTE!S CHANGING POSITION 

ON THE LIBERTY

was published last September by the Naval Institute. This is a 
major about-face for the Naval Institute, which previously 

his first edition.

-
ing evidence that Israel’s attack was intentional. The Institute 

the Liberty was accidental.[76]

also contained evidence that top NSA officials disagreed with 

   Specifically, this article reported that the NSA officials inter-
viewed “were unaware of any agency official at that time or later 

NSA director from 1977-1981 as saying that he “flatly rejected 

talks with senior NSA officials who had direct knowledge of the 
attack.

-
tol’s book, calling it “bad history.” The author, who had

Alison Weir
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-

wrote in his legal declaration. “I don’t know if he meant that liter-

-
ty.”[62]

it impossible to believe the statements he attributes to Admiral 

it is important for the American people to know that it is clear that 
Israel is responsible for deliberately attacking an American ship 
and murdering American sailors, whose bereaved shipmates have 

declared.

that contained what he purported to be his notes of our prior 

incorrect and bore no resemblance in reality to that discussion. I 
find it hard to believe that these ‘notes’ were the product of a 

I disagreed with his recollection of our conversation and that he 
was wrong.”

Alison Weir

adduced.”[70]   

warehouse and distribution company based in Dulles, Va.[71]

his longtime friendships with a number of high level Israeli 
officials and senior military officers. For example, he describes 
becoming a close friend of the Israeli Naval attaché as early as 
1976. These Israeli friends, he boasts, “opened doors” for him.

incident with a trip to Israel, rather than with American experts 
and crewmembers – at least one of whom lives in Florida.

person who first suggested he write a book on the Liberty was Dr. 
-

citizen.[73]

   The new edition of the book published by the Naval Institute 
contains none of this information, because, oddly, it omits this 
preface entirely. While second editions of books occasionally 
contain an additional preface for the new edition, standard prac-
tice is to also include the first one.
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my mind that those goddamned bastards tried to kill everyone on 
board. I was the counsel. I put witnesses on. I talked to kids never 

who were crying as they told me what they'd gone through. Those 
boys who had their heads blown away were not out fighting [the 
Israelis]. They were sunbathing. They weren't even given a 

in 2003, where he described the facts he had found and the subse-

Deconstructing Cristol’s “investigations”

multiple 
investigations have found Israel innocent of intentionally attack-
ing the Liberty, but closer examination fails to support his claim. 

investigation into the June 8, 1967 incident with the USS Liber-
ty.” [64]

said, “That investigation focused primarily on U.S. military com-
munications problems prior to the attack and the heroic effort of 

attack.”[65]

be real investigations, most of the examinations came to no 
conclusion or actually suggested that the attack was inten-

QUESTIONS ABOUT CRISTOL’S LIBERTY CLAIMS

toward skepticism of the Israeli claims,[67] and the week-long 
-

that the report states, “It was not the responsibility of the court to 
rule on the culpability of the attackers.”

   

   

attack was accidental. [See main article for details.]

name[69]), but he leaves out Staring’s statement that “the conclu-

United States and his Secretary of Defense and were inconsistent 

Alison Weir
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